Welcome to the campsite of Nordkoster
Your Camp site
Do not pitch your tent closer than 2 meters from paths or roads. Maintain at least 4 meters
to adjacent tents. If you are using a tarp as cover from the elements, it has to be of the
color green. You may not place it in such a way where you claim more space than allotted; it
may not be placed above 2 meters from the ground.

Pets
Guests bringing dogs must make their campsite distant from other guests and always have
your dog leashed.

Fire, barbecuing and preparation of food
Fire is not allowed in any format all over “Nordkoster”. Barbecuing is only allowed at
designated fire pits. The use of the fire pits are only aimed at patrons and residents of the
area. Two out of three forest fires are caused by disposable barbecues. This is why
permitted use of these is limited to designated fire pits and on sand. Always have water
ready for potential unwanted spread of the fire! Fire extinguishers can be located mounted
on pine trees all throughout the camping grounds.

Handheld carts
Handheld carts are only meant to be used as an aid in transporting your luggage to and from
the boat moored at the dock at “Vettnet”. If you used a cart upon arrival, please return it to
the reception as soon as possible so next-coming guests may utilize it as well.

Sound Level
For a tranquil and calm experience, always maintain a pleasant sound level, especially during
evening and early morning hours. Between 11pm and 8am silence should be respected.
Games and other loud activities are not allowed after 10pm. All fires at the fire pits should be
dowsed and securely out no later than midnight. Cellphones should be set to silent and if
you want to listen to music you must use headphones.

Toilets
Parents of small children must, for everyone’s pleasure, accompany them to the bathroom.

Nature
All of us hold a responsibility to nature and look after the sensitive environment at “Kosters”
natural reserve. Do not dig any holes within the camp grounds. It is, obviously, not allowed
to cut down or nail into branches or trees. Do not throw garbage or cigarette buds anywhere
else than designated garbage bins. In order to avoid major wear and tear all over the camp
grounds, physical sports or similar activities are to be limited to the strip of beach at the
“goal net” and left of it. The use of bicycles and other motorized use of vehicles are not
permitted; park your bike at the reception.

Departure day
Upon leaving your camp site – make sure to bring all personal belongings and clean up
remaining garbage. Deposit the number tag in the mailbox located at the reception.
Returned number tag confirms you have left the camp site.

We wish you a pleasant stay here with us
Mobil: +46 (0)707 79 56 23 or +46 (0)733 97 24 38

